Well Scintillation Counter MODEL CS-600 provides low background (I<10.200 cpm) for low activity gamma samples.

Instrument H 6427 Etzel Ave., St. Louis 14, MO. formerly Nuclear Research and Development

FOR CONTINUOUS, ACCURATE DUST SAMPLING FOR PERMANENT RECORDS

KONISAMPLER (Pat. Pond.) Employs principle of thermal precipitation. Light weight, quiet, all electric Automatic timer will also operate continuously secures particulate matter suitable for microscopic, electron microscopic or visual and for permanent records on standard glass slides. Cost (complete) with carrying case ...... $225.00

Send for descriptive brochure K-I

Designer and manufacturer of continuous gravimetric and oscillating types of thermal precipitators

JOSEPH B. FICKLEN III

1848 East Mountain St. Pasadena 7, California